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ON MONDAY NIGHT, San Rafael's City Council will discuss implementing a plan to assist local businesses
rebound after a future earthquake, flood, fire or other calamity.

Kudos to the council and its staff for being ahead of the curve. Marin's other ten cities and the county should
promptly emulate their leadership.

The only quibble is that San Rafael's current plan doesn't go far enough. They need to incorporate an element
assisting residents after disaster strikes.

The city-chamber of commerce joint effort proposes preparing individual business recovery plans, waiving or
reducing permit fees for disaster-related repairs and expediting building inspections.

Marin is overdue for a major disaster. We all face risk of earthquake, out-of-control fires and flooding.

The worst case scenario is a windy day when a large earthquake sparks a wildland fire. Prevention, mitigation
of risks, evacuation and post-disaster planning should be the highest priorities for every city council and the
county Board of Supervisors.

While a disaster would cripple small businesses, homeowners face the same risk of ruin.

In 1989, after wild fires swept Oakland and Berkeley hillside neighborhoods, the post-apocalypse period
presented huge difficulties for homeowners. Both public and private sectors were unprepared for a calamity that
killed 25, injured 150, destroyed 3,800 homes and apartment units and produced $1.5 billion in damages.

Planning departments were bound by good rules that became inappropriate when entire neighborhoods were
wiped out. The result was not only unacceptable delays and disrupted lives, but inadvertent wholesale changes,
permanently destroying the character of well-established neighborhoods.

After the fire, some took their insurance proceeds and moved on.

New residents lacking old sensibilities replaced middle-class bungalows with mini-mansions. Remaining
residents were doubly damned by long rebuilding projects followed by discovering that the ambience of
cherished neighborhood went up in smoke.

Governments need to prepare for that inevitable day when the ground shakes or the air is filled with embers.
The Mission City is taking this necessary step for its business community. By working with its neighborhood
groups it can do the same for its residents.

The city can aid homeowners while preserving neighborhood character by following three steps:

- Enact fast-track building permits for rebuilding destroyed homes if the new structure fits the same footprint
and mass of the old house.

- Encourage local architects and contractors to establish repositories for existing home plans and blueprints.



This will become a valuable resource for homeowners and good business for the construction industry.

- Waive fees for those demonstrating that their proposed rebuild is a virtual duplicate of their destroyed home.

If affected property owners wish to reconstruct on a grander scale then they'd go through the traditional planing
process.

The trick is to set up post-disaster rules before they are needed. So far, no Marin community has taken this step.
San Rafael should be the first.


